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In Delta, Jonathan Calm contrasts two commonplace, yet poignant, vignettes of urban life. The split screen format reflects the artist’s intention to create a “visual dialogue 
between two African Americans in different socio-economic situations.”  As we follow these two people, mundane actions and objects adopt a new potency.  By filming an 
ordinary commute in this languid manner, Calm allows his social critique to emerge, evoking what he describes as “larger questions about race and class across the 
growing economic divide.”  Instances usually only glimpsed in passing become poems about the human condition as Calm steeps each moment until its entire flavor is 
revealed.  Calm often uses this method to connect audiences with his subjects and to convey his belief that  “We 
are all these characters we see, and there’s an overall humanity we possess.”  The narrative is  punctuated by 
images of objects whose simple compositions and brief appearances are reminiscent of flashcards.  All of this is 
tied together with a serene melody that eases viewers into Delta’s pace.   

Informed, in part, by growing up in what he describes as “two of the worst neighborhoods in the 1980s in [New 
York] city,” Calm’s work often addresses social issues --  especially what happens to people when a social 
system fails.  Much of the artist’s inspiration comes from his “memories of those places and the characters found 
there.” Often asking friends to recreate composite characters from these memories, Calm’s videos typically 
weave together real-life footage, staged action and computer generated graphics.  Calm cites movies by African-
American directors such as Spike Lee and John Singleton as a major influence because,  “These works and 
those of a few other African-American voices in the genre, made me feel that my story and my vision mattered, 
and empowered me to begin using film as a way to explore, capture and preserve that narrative.” 

Jonathan Calm received his MFA from Columbia University in 2000 and has since exhibited internationally, including the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, DC,  the 
Studio Museum in Harlem and galleries in Barcelona and Berlin.  He has been featured in major periodicals, including The New York Times.  In 2003 his work was 
screened at The Museum of Modern Art, New York after he received the MTA Poetry in Motion Award.  Calm lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. 

 


